ABSTRACT
The frequency spectrum of alleles, or frequency spectrum, is the distribution describing the number of derived genetic variants that occur k = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1 times in a sample of n homologous chromosomes. This distribution is known to be sensitive to population size changes. Populations that have rapidly increased in size tend to have relative overabundances of rare alleles, for instance, while constant-sized populations do not (Harpending et al., 1998) . Thus, the frequency spectrum can be used to make inferences about past population history from present patterns of variation.
Analyses of the frequency spectrum of linked polymorphisms are used as the basis for several well known statistical tests for constant population size and evolutionary neutrality (e.g. Tajima 1989) . Recent developments in coalescent theory have provided methods for tests based on the frequency spectrum of unlinked polymorphisms. However, these methods are analytically complicated and have not been adopted widely, even though they achieve substantial statistical power through the use of independent loci. The PopHist computer program tries to identify the population history that best explains a frequency spectrum composed of sets of linked and unlinked polymorphisms.
PopHist takes two files as input: a list of segregating polymorphisms and a model of population history. For each polymorphism, the locus, number of chromosomes sampled, ascertainment procedure, and character state polarity are listed in a datafile. Linked sites can be included by specifying that they come from the same locus. The model of population history describes a series of epochs that define population size during different time periods.
PopHist performs two main analyses: parameter estimation and hypothesis testing. Estimates of maximum likelihood parameters are obtained by using a standard Metropolis algorithm (Robert and Casella, 1999, Chap. 5) . This algorithm explores the parameter space defined by the user's model of population history as follows. The process begins with a population history of constant size. Then, prospective parameters are chosen by perturbing the current parameters. The likelihood of the new parameters is calculated, and they are adopted with probability
, where L p is the likelihood of the prospective parameters, L c is the likelihood of the current parameters, and T is a scaling parameter (Robert and Casella, 1999, p. 199) . If L p is greater than L c , the prospective parameters are accepted with probability 1. The process of perturbation followed by acceptance or rejection of the new parameters is iterated for a length of time specified by the user. The maximum likelihood parameters returned by this process are not exact, but they closely approximate true values when data with known parameters are used. Pairs of user-specified hypothetical population histories can be compared in a likelihood ratio test that reports the likelihood of each alternative as well as a p-value.
PopHist models the frequency spectrum of mutations using the matrix coalescent method of Wooding and Rogers (2002) . The matrix coalescent describes the frequency spectrum of mutations (D) drawn from a sample of homologous chromosomes in a population whose size history (H ) is described by a function, N (t). Given N (t), it is possible to calculate the probability of an observed spectrum, yielding the likelihood L = P(D|H ). Alternative, hypothetical population histories can be compared using standard likelihood ratio tests (Bain and Engelhart, 1992; Edwards, 1992) .
The matrix coalescent can be used to model population histories of arbitrary complexity, but the PopHist pro- gram is limited to histories that are piecewise-constant in order to retain speed and flexibility. Piecewise-constant population histories are composed of a series of epochs of constant population size, each described by two parameters: τ , a value proportional to the length of the epoch, and θ, a value proportional to the population size during the epoch (Fig. 1) . Such histories are simple analytically, but are limited by the fact that the number of model parameters grows rapidly with the number of epochs used. The increase in the number of parameters with model complexity lengthens the maximization process rapidly as epochs are added. Complicated histories can sometimes be approximated with a small number of epochs (Rogers, 1997) . It may also be possible to use Akaike's information criterion (Akaike, 1974) to group epochs, reducing their number, in a way analogous to that suggested by Strimmer and Pybus (2001) for coalescent intervals. In spite of the relative simplicity of the maximization algorithm used, PopHist performed well in trial runs. With simulated data, PopHist converged on known parameters consistently. Known values fell within 95% confidence intervals 48 out of 50 times, for example, when two-epoch models were tested. In applications to real data, PopHist was able to distinguish the frequency spectra of different types of single-nucleotide polymorphism (synonymous and non-synonymous), providing evidence for the action of natural selection (Wooding and Rogers, 2002 ). An example use of PopHist is shown in Figure 1 .
PopHist is written in C++. Source code is available from the author. A translation of the matcoal C++ library from Rogers's GTree package (Rogers, 1999 ) is used by PopHist for the calculation of coalescent intervals, which are used in the calculation of the theoretical frequency spectrum.
